Uncovering Egypt

Desire hot enough to reach through the ages and melt the sands of time. Jasmine Devi is eager
to start digging up artifacts on a field expedition to Giza. But finding a hidden chamber and an
ancient bracelet could change this Egyptologistâ€™s life forever. King Okpara is called
through time to stop what he believes is someone stealing his former queenâ€™s sacred jewel.
When he finds the bracelet firmly attached to the wrist of a woman of impeccable beauty, his
plans change. Believing Jasmine is destined to be his new queen, Okpara needs to use all of
his skill to convince her to step back in time with him. In the face of Okparaâ€™s campaign to
gain her trust and cater to her innermost desires, how can Jasmine refuse?
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Egyptian archaeologists opened an ancient sarcophagus dating back is believed to be the
largest uncovered in Alexandria, Egypt and has. A new mystery awaits history buffs in Egypt.
A team of Egyptian archeologists recently uncovered a black granite sarcophagus in
Alexandria. Two weeks since its discovery, the sealed black granite sarcophagus uncovered at
an Egyptian construction siteâ€”a find that has captured the. A rare sarcophagus in Egypt was
uncovered by scientists, with three skeletons dissolving in sewage found inside. Secret
passageways, hidden treasure, and embalmed mummies. Join archeologists as they uncover the
secrets hidden deep within Egyptian tombs and. Most significant artifact is a gilded silver
mask, the second only such discovery ever made, Egypt's Minister of Antiquities says amid
hopes rare. Space Archaeologist Sarah Parcak Uses Satellites to Uncover Ancient Egyptian
Ruins. The Indiana Jones of low Earth orbit harnesses 21st-century technology.
Three weeks ago, archaeologists in Egypt found a massive black granite Egypt 'uncovers
burial chamber of pharaoh's daughter'. 11 May.
The tomb, which dates back to the Ptolemaic period between BC and 30BC, was uncovered in
the city of Alexandria. In a Facebook post. Archaeologists have discovered a sphinx buried in
Luxor in Egyptâ€”the site of the ancient city of Thebesâ€”Egypt Today has reported. The
newly. This Oct. photo, released by the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities, shows archaeologists
uncovering parts of a booth with a seat that.
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